TODAY’S AGENDA

- Wildfire Fund Update
- Rebuild & Unmet Needs Fund Updates
- Considerations moving forward
- Questions
UPDATE: FILLING GAPS IN SUPPORT

OUR PRIORITIES

- Rebuilding
- Needs of the most vulnerable survivors
- Wrap-around services
UPDATE: STATUS OF FUNDS

TO DATE:

- Raised **$43.28 million** from more than **82,000 donations**
- Over **$20 million** distributed
- Over **$34 million** allocated including:
  - **$20 million** for Rebuild Fund of which over **$7 million** has been approved
  - All CFBC funds, including the Wildfire Fund, are audited annually and publicly available.
UPDATE: STATUS OF FUNDS

84% direct / indirect benefits to affected households

14% services

2% foundation fee
UPDATE: STATUS OF FUNDS

For a complete list of all funds allocation, please visit:

www.commfound.org/wildfirefund
REBUILD FUND UPDATE

- Grant approvals are tracking with permit approvals
- Over **300 grants** have been approved, totaling **over $7 million** in Rebuild Fund support
- Foundation is tracking lots sold vs permits vs grant approvals
- Smoke and ash expansion
REBUILD: SMOKE & ASH ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

- Properties with substantial and structural damage
- Financial gap
- Point system developed through real scenarios: minimum of five (5) points for eligibility.

1 Point Each
- Flooring
- Drywall
- Cabinets
- Windows
- Encapsulation

2 Points Each
- Insulation
- Roof
- HVAC
- Siding
UNMET NEEDS FUND

› Based on survey feedback / streamlining process by allowing direct application

› Intent of fund is to support most vulnerable households that are economically struggling with basic needs such as housing, transportation, medical bills and food and clothing.

› Outreach will be made to ensure no families are left behind

› Approximately $404,601 has been paid out to qualifying households

› Recovery Navigators still available to help with wrap around supports
CONSIDERATIONS MOVING FORWARD

We are continuing to learn about possible assistance needs, including:

- Additional Living Expenses (ALE)
- Ongoing Mental Health Support
- Identifying if additional funds are needed
Q & A